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The historic context is that the structure of this book is outlined and based on my education and

background. This diverse set of backgrounds made me fertile ground for studies in the paranormal. I

was essentially bred for this position with both my education and special interests. By 1973, more

than 25 scientists and six graduate students were working on various projects, primarily involving

ESP and biofeedback studies. So, Seal Corp. wanted to develop a special group within the military,

with skills verging on the paranormal. These are the basic tools we discovered in the 1970s to

create supermen. They are now made available to duplicate that training (protocols), for use in our

daily life. The goal, of course, would be take personal responsibility for our own evolution, by using

the toys (power tools) of this century.
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I love this guy; he's an incredible humanitarian and exceptional human being, and anyone who's

listened to Richard Alan Miller's fascinating interviews (available free on Youtube) knows all he

wants to do is help us help ourselves. He's about self empowerment and sharing his wealth of

knowledge as a former child prodigy and eventual government-recruited scientist with

above-top-secret clearance. He shares secret techniques used for finding and training the first Navy

Seals, government experiments on consciousness and ESP, compelling info regarding water and

Fukushima as well as findings about nutrition and mind/body health.Critics complain Miller changes

topics rather quickly and jumps around when he speaks/writes. I believe this is because an

EXTREMELY brilliant man is trying to convey his amazing ideas and numerous discoveries to the

rest of us, while his mind is clearly going 1000 miles per minute. His books (including this one) are



similar, in that his scientific knowledge and out-of-the-box thinking is both mind-blowing to

comprehend and difficult for the average person to follow.There's several negative reviews of this

incredibly informative and revolutionary book that are somewhat unfair, since those reviewers

apparently didn't understand the information. Careful reading and re-reading of Miller's work is

essential for any understanding of his particular genius, but persistence does pays off. His quantum

scientific explanations of reality (and how we "unknowingly" affect it) as well as the specific "power

tools" he provides to "knowingly" affect it can improve both our individual lives as well as the world.

Richard believes in the mantra "change yourself and the world will change around you" ...
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